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In the rapidly fast moving world of today, it has become a big challenge for the businessmen to
market their products effectively in a result oriented way. With the ever increasing number of
business competitors in the market, every businessman is facing a tough challenge to get their
products and services introduced in the market and let their company stand out from the crowd.
Many different methods are used by these businessmen in order to advertise their products and
services. Some use electronic media for advertising, which is very costly and is affordable only by
the high profile firms. Others use print media for advertising which is the most commonly used
advertising method due to its cost efficiency and output.

The different advertising and marketing methods used via print media include advertisement
through newspapers. The advertisement through newspapers is considered to be a highly efficient
advertising method because your message will be sure to reach every person who purchases the
newspaper. This type of advertising is also a bit costly. If you advertise with the newspapers via
classifieds, it will be a cheap advertising method otherwise advertising with commercial adds would
really require a high budget to be allocated for the purpose. Other methods of advertisement with
print media are advertising in magazines, advertising with newsletters. The most commonly used
advertising method is advertising with brochures, banners, flyers etc. This is a very economical and
cost efficient method of advertising which also guarantees output.

The local printing companies used to print custom products like brochures, flyers, banners etc at
very high prices but the concept of online printing has changed this trend of getting costly custom
products printed. The online printing companies have introduced the most economical and highly
affordable printing techniques. They have also successfully introduced many new advertising trends
like advertising with booklets, door stickers, CD jackets, posters, calendars, invitational cards, office
stationery, mouse pads, rolodex cards, table tents, etc. These newest methods of advertising have
brought a revolutionary change in the printing methods and have changed the way advertising was
done before.

Advertising with custom door stickers is now considered to be a very popular means of advertising
due to its uniqueness and style. Businessmen print door stickers and hangers and get them pasted
on public places like hotels, apartments, commercial buildings etc. The online printing companies
have introduced the printing of cheap door hangers without compromising on their quality. They
have brought into use the most advanced automatic printing equipment, which requires the
minimum use of man power. This has resulted in cutting the printing costs and ultimately making it
easy for the customers to print highly economical discount door hangers. The door hangers come in
different types depending upon the purpose they have to be used for. There is bedroom door
hanger, baby door hanger, donâ€™t disturb door hanger, etc. The most commonly printed and
demanded type of door hanger is the bedroom door hanger.

The online printing companies like PrintingBlue, have also introduced the printing of all kinds of
cheap customized stickers for the convenience of their customers around the world. PrintingBlue
makes use of full color CMYK/PMS (Pantone Matching System) printing process in order to give the
best to their customers.
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